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One hopes that the infamous violence in Charlottesville will not be forgotten in coming decades, particularly if, as
has already been demonstrated, it leads to major changes at the top of the US administration. Unlikely as that may
seem, we were reminded only last weekend of what is being described as “Britain’s Tienanmen Square,” where 18
people were killed by government troops when demonstrating for reform of parliamentary representation. At the
time of the Peterloo massacre in Manchester in August 1819, only 2% of the population had the vote. The
bicentenary in two years’ time and a forthcoming film will do a lot to correct the obscurity of this seminal but
forgotten moment in British political history. Charlottesville has been compared to 1930s Germany, but Americans
have an incident much closer to home and slightly more recent than that, which has also receded from public
consciousness. The Peekskill riots of 1949 however presented at the same time both the best and the worst of
American life in 1949, when Paul Robeson and his supporters were confronted by Nazis and Fascists. Good
triumphed over evil then, as it did in Charlottesville and Boston recently, and it is clear that those battles of the past
can serve as inspiration to us for those battles that lie ahead. It is also worth remembering that the scum that cause
the violence and the terror on the streets around the world are either pawns in larger games being played by people
in powerful positions, and are sometimes misguidedly reacting to the injustices that they see perpetrated by those
purport to lead the rest of us. We would do well to continue to call these big boys to account and to justice, as much
as we do to the little devils and clowns who command a lot more of our attention than they deserve.
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